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Motivation

- Extreme and rare events like spikes in air pollution can have serious repercussions, and many of these events arise from spatio-temporal processes;
- Learning approaches usually assume that:
  - Users have uniform domain preferences when, in reality, the accurate forecasting of extreme values may be of more importance;
  - Data is i.i.d. which is often false for spatio-temporal data;
- When working with imbalanced domains:
  - Relevance functions and utility-based metrics should be used for evaluation;
  - Random resampling is usually used to improve prediction of extreme values;
- We investigate the following research questions:
  - Will introducing a sampling bias that takes into account the implicit spatio-temporal dependencies in the data improve performance?
  - Should we weight the spatial and temporal dimensions differently?
- Users have uniform domain preferences when, in reality, the accurate forecasting of extreme values may be of more importance;

Evaluation metrics & Estimation procedures

We calculate utility-based precision and recall:

\[
\text{Utility}(\text{true positive}, \text{false positive}) = \frac{\text{true positive}}{\text{true positive} + \text{false positive}}
\]

To estimate evaluation metrics, we use prequential temporal-block evaluation.

Spatio-Temporal bias Random Under-Sampling (STROS)

1. Keep all (normal and extreme) cases;
2. Add 0% replicas of extreme cases with sampling bias, α=0

Spatio-Temporal bias Random Over-Sampling (STROS)

1. Keep all extreme cases;
2. Add α% of normal cases with sampling bias, 0<α<100

Resampling bias weight

- Temporal weight: Keep/ add more recent observations with higher probability
- Spatial weight: At each time-step, add more isolated extreme cases / keep normal cases that are farther away from extreme cases with higher probability

Biased Resampling Strategies

Experiment setup

Goal: Compare random under- and over-sampling (RUS and ROS) against proposed spatio-temporal bias under- and over-sampling (STROS and STROS) and a baseline.

Datasets & Learning models

- 10 variables from 5 real-world data sources including climate and air pollution of different sizes, levels of missing data, and proportions of normal and extreme values (2.4 ± 8.6 % extreme values);
- 3 different off-the-shelf learning models: MARS, RPART and Random Forests (RF).

Figure 1. Time series of air pollution measured at a Beijing station (left): Relevance function automatically calculated for the domain based on boxplot of values (middle); Utility (u) isometrics of predictions (Ŷ) of real values (Y) (right).

Figure 2. Heatmap showing relevance (r); spatial bias weight (W_s); temporal bias weight (W_t); and spatio-temporal bias weight (W) for an example data set. Each cell corresponds to an observation at a given location and time point.

Figure 3. Baseline and best F1u achieved for each data set and learning model. Parameters internally tuned (left), fixed a priori (middle) and optimal found a posterior (left).

Figure 4. Baseline and best F1u achieved for each data set and learning model. Parameters internally tuned (left), fixed a priori (middle) and optimal found a posterior (left).

Figure 5. Average rank according to F1u (left), precision (top right) and recall (bottom right) for 60(+1) different parametrizations (aggregated by a on bottom left). The baseline was included in rank calculation, but excluded from the graphs. Non-biased resampling is denoted by “HA”.

Results

Table 1. Average ranks of F1u results. Ranks were always calculated separately for each learning model and data set pair before averaging. Lower ranks correspond to better results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameterization</th>
<th>None</th>
<th>ROS</th>
<th>STROS</th>
<th>RUS</th>
<th>STROS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Internal tuning</td>
<td>4.60</td>
<td>3.47</td>
<td>3.47</td>
<td>3.96</td>
<td>2.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed a prior</td>
<td>4.69</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>2.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimal a posterior</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>3.07</td>
<td>3.07</td>
<td>2.92</td>
<td>2.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conclusions

- Including spatio-temporal bias when resampling improves performance;
- The contributions of each dimension should be weighted:
  - When over-sampling, favour temporal weight and prioritize more recent cases;
  - When under-sampling, favour spatial weight and prioritize isolated rare cases and normal cases that are spatially distant from extreme cases;
- Future work:
  - Study the impact of data characteristics on performance
  - Consider local instead of global definitions of extreme values
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